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Abstract—Recently, there has been a renovated interest in functional dependencies due to the possibility of employing them in several

advanced database operations, such as data cleaning, query relaxation, record matching, and so forth. In particular, the constraints

defined for canonical functional dependencies have been relaxed to capture inconsistencies in real data, patterns of semantically

related data, or semantic relationships in complex data types. In this paper, we have surveyed 35 of such functional dependencies,

providing a classification criteria, motivating examples, and a systematic analysis of them.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DATA dependencies have been used to define data integ-
rity constraints, aiming to improve the quality of data-

base schemas and reduce manipulation anomalies [1].
There are several types of data dependencies, including
functional [2], multivalued [3], and join dependencies [4].
Among these, functional dependencies (FDs) are the most
commonly known, mainly due to their use in database nor-
malization processes.

As the relational data model evolved in different di-
rections, also FD theory underwent several extensions to
enable the specification of integrity constraints in new appli-
cation domains. For instance, functional dependencies were
defined for fuzzy data [5], XML structured data [6], [7], mul-
timedia data [8], temporal data [9], and so forth. In particu-
lar, fuzzy functional dependencies (FFDs) were based on the
fuzzy resemblance relation in place of the ‘equality’ relation
used in the canonical FD [5]. Analogously, similarity func-
tions were used to derive FDs for multimedia data [8], due to
the intrinsic difficulty in performing exact comparisons on
them. Other than FDs relaxing on the comparison method,
we also find examples of FD definitions relaxing on the satis-
fiability constraint, that is, FDs possibly not satisfied for a
subset of data. For this reason, in this paper we will refer to
these imprecise functional dependencies as relaxed functional
dependencies (RFDs), in that they relax one or more constraints
of the canonical FD.

RFDs are mainly used in alphanumeric databases, but no
longer for schema design purposes, rather to support several
new challenging applications, such as query relaxation [10],
data cleaning [11], and recordmatching [12]. In the last deca-
des, several RFDs have been defined, some of which aiming to
solve specific problems. However, many RFD definitions lack

highlighting similarities and/or advances with respect to
existing ones. This motivates the need for a review of exist-
ing RFDs, since in the literature we can only find analysis on
some specific aspects, such as the types of algorithms for dis-
covering them from data [13]. Thus, we think that a broader
comparison is needed, in order to analyze and classify RFDs
based on their features and their relationships.

In this paper we survey 35 RFDs, providing some criteria
to classify them, and a general semantics to systematically
describe and relate them. The goal of the survey is threefold:
i) to analyze existing RFDs, highlighting both theoretical and
practical issues; ii) to provide a comprehensive and classi-
fied list of them, useful for researchers, database designers,
and database tool vendors; and, iii) to help users select the
RFDs more suitable for their purposes. Although in the litera-
ture there are many other types of data dependencies, such
as inclusion [14], and multivalued dependencies [3], the
paper focuses on relaxations of FDs, and not of other types
of data dependencies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides a detailed description of the application
domains motivating the study of RFDs. In Section 3 we intro-
duce the criteria we have used to classify the surveyed RFDs.
Such a classification is provided throughout Sections 4, 5,
and 6. Section 7 presents a global comparison of the sur-
veyed RFDs, focusing on both theoretical and practical
aspects. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed
in Section 8. In order to facilitate the reading of the paper,
in Table 1 we list the notations used in the definition of the
surveyed RFDs.

2 MOTIVATIONS

Let us first introduce an example that we will use in the rest
of the paper to define RFDs and explain underlying concepts.
It concerns a medical database, whose relational schema is
shown in Fig. 1.

Before discussing motivations for RFDs, let us first recall the
definition of the canonical FD. Consider a relational schemaR
defined over a set of attributes attrðRÞ, derived as the union
of attributes from relation schemas of R, assuming w.l.o.g.
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they all have unique names. For each attributeA 2 attrðRÞ, its
domain is specified inR, denoted by domðAÞ. For an instance
r ofR and a tuple t 2 r, we use t½A� to denote the projection of
t onto A; similarly, for a set X of attributes in attrðRÞ, t½X�
denotes the projection of t onto X. An FD over a relation
schema R of R is a statement X ! Y (X implies Y ) with
X;Y � attrðRÞ, such that, given an instance r over R,X ! Y
is satisfied in r if and only if for every pair of tuples (t1, t2) in r,
whenever t1½X� ¼ t2½X�, then t1½Y � ¼ t2½Y �.

Nevertheless, there are situations where the canonical
definition of FD is not suitable, because we might need to
relax some of its properties. For instance, for the medical
database in Fig. 1, we can intuitively say that Symptom !
Diagnosis holds, but we can only expect that tuples for two
different patients show “similar” diagnosis when they
show “similar” symptoms. Thus, several new dependencies
have been introduced to cope with approximate compari-
sons, such as the FFD [5], [15]. The latter specifies that for any
two sets of attributes X; Y � attrðRÞ, X implies Y , denoted
with Xˆ Y , in a fuzzy relation r on R, if for all pairs of
tuples t1 and t2 of r, that is, those with membership value
mrðtiÞ > 0, we have meqðt1½X�; t2½X�Þ � meqðt1½Y �; t2½Y �Þ,
where eq is a fuzzy resemblance relation. Thus, it is

possible to define a proper eq relation to model an FFD

Symptom ˆ Diagnosis.
However, there are many contexts in which it is neces-

sary to capture FDs that cannot be simply defined in terms of
a greater similarity on the right-hand side (RHS) with
respect to the left-hand side (LHS). This is particularly true
in the multimedia database context, where it might be nec-
essary to capture dependencies on data by using different
similarity functions on the two sides of the FD [8]. As an exam-
ple, in themedical database of Fig. 1,ECG!Pulse is a depen-
dency in which the LHS and the RHS are different media
types, hence their similarity needs to be evaluated based on
different similarity functions. This is possible through the fol-
lowing type-M dependency TMFD: ECGðfractal;�0Þ ! Pulseðhs;�00Þ,
which models the dependency between the electrocardiogra-
phy and the heartbeat multimedia attributes by using the
image similarity function FRACTAL, with threshold �0, to com-
pare electrocardiograms, and the sound similarity function
HS, with threshold �00, to compare heart pulses [8].

On the other hand, the constraints of the canonical FD

have recently been relaxed also in the context of alphanu-
meric databases. As an example, new RFDs have been
defined for approximate query processing [10] and data
cleaning activities [11]. In query processing, problems might
arise in case the answer set is empty or too narrow. Thus,
the user might be interested in retrieving not only the items
exactly matching the original query Q, but also the similar
ones, ranked according to their relevance to Q. This is done
by rewriting Q in order to stretch the result set. One way to
do this is to rewrite the conditions of Q yielding minimal
changes in the characteristics of the matching tuples [10],
i.e., the conditions defined on attributes with little or no
influence on the values of other attributes in a tuple. In [10]
these attributes have been detected through approximate
functional dependencies (AFDs) [16], which are FDs holding on
almost all tuples. Thus, the query rewriting is performed on
the attributes rarely appearing on the LHS of AFDs [10].
As an example, let us consider the AFDs in Table 2 holding
on the Medicine relation of the database in Fig. 1, and
the approximate query Q ¼ “Name like Aulin & Cost like5$”.
After retrieving the exactly matching tuple, the approach

TABLE 1
A Summary of Notations

Symbol Description

R relational database schema
R relation schema
r; s database instance
X; Y set of attributes
A;B attribute
domðAÞ attribute domain
a; b attribute value
pX partition on a setX
sc tuple selection based on a condition c
f; u;c;m; %;x function
�;a;b threshold
Pr probability
c constraint or condition
Tr pattern tableau

Fig. 1. A portion of a medical database instance.
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proposed in [10] looks for approximately matching tuples by
first rewriting the query condition involving the attribute
Cost, since it has a reduced impact on other attribute values
with respect toName, as inferred from the detected AFDs.

In the context of data cleaning, RFDs have been used to
detect records referring to the same real world entities [12].
As an example, when building a database of historical clini-
cal activities on patients, by integrating the databases of dif-
ferent hospitals and healthcare services, there might be the
need to detect records referring to same patients. However,
if some of the source databases to be integrated do not have
an unique identifier (e.g., SSN) for distinguishing records
of different patients, then we need to evaluate alternative
attributes to join related records. To this end, matching
dependencies (MDs) can be used [12]. As an example, given
the relations R1ðFN; LN; addr;BD;BT; sexÞ and R2ðFN; LN;
post;BD;BG; sexÞ, the following MD:
ðR1½LN� ¼ R2½LN�Þ ^ ðR1½addr� ¼ R2½post�Þ ^ ðR1½FN� �d R2

½FN�Þ ! R1½BD;BT; sex� Ð R2½BD;BG; sex�
states that if tuples t1 2 R1 and t2 2 R2 have the same values
in the common attribute last name (LN), and in the attrib-
utes address (addr) of R1 and post of R2, and have similar
values in the common attribute first name (FN), then they
refer to the same patient. Therefore, the attribute blood
group (BG) of R1 corresponds to the attribute blood type
(BT) of R2, and the remaining common attributes birthdate
(BD) and sex are equal.

Since these are only few examples of RFDs, it is not easy
to understand whether there is an RFD in the literature that
is suitable to solve a specific problem, or if a new one is
needed. Moreover, when there is more than one suitable
RFD, one would like to have some criteria to choose the most
effective one. Thus, there is the need to devise a systematic
way to compare the features of different RFDs, and to select
the one that is most suitable for a specific problem. These
issues are the focus of the next section.

3 CLASSIFICATION OF RFDS

Since the focus of this survey is on relaxed FDs, it is impor-
tant to categorize each RFD based on its underlying relaxa-
tion criteria. To this end, as said in the previous section, the
type of tuple comparison used on the LHS and RHS of the
RFD is one of such criteria, and we will refer to it by using
the term attribute comparison. Moreover, another relaxation
criteria is based on the satisfiability property, admitting the
possibility that an RFD might not be satisfied for a subset
of tuples. In the rest of the paper we will use the term extent
to refer to this relaxation criteria, which indicates whether
an RFD is satisfied by a subset or all the tuples.

The attribute comparison and extent relaxation criteria are
further detailed in the diagram shown in Fig. 2, which also

provides several parameters to classify the surveyed RFDs.
In particular, for the RFDs relaxing on the attribute comparison
two main categories of paradigms are considered: approxi-
mate match and ordering criteria. The former is used to quan-
tify the similarity or the diversity of attribute values,
whereas the second one compares them based on a given
order relation. On the other hand, the RFDs relaxing on the
extent hold for “almost” all tuples or for a subset of them. In
the first case, a coverage measure should be specified to quan-
tify the degree of satisfiability of the RFD, whereas in the
second case a condition should be specified to identify the
subset of tuples.

In the following, we recall some general definitions that
will let us introduce a general semantics for identifying clas-
ses of RFDs and establishing relationships among them.

Database concepts. A relational database schemaR is a col-
lection of relation schemas (R1; . . . ; Rn), where each Ri is
defined over a fixed set of attributes attrðRiÞ. Each attribute
Ak has associated a domain domðAkÞ, which can be finite or
infinite. A relation instance (or simply a relation) ri of Ri is
a set of tuples such that for each attribute Ak 2 attrðRiÞ,
t½Ak� 2 domðAkÞ 8 t 2 ri. A database instance r of R is a col-
lection of relations (r1; . . . ; rn), where ri is a relation instance
of Ri, for i 2 ½1; n�.

An XML database can be defined as a forest of rooted,
ordered, and labeled trees. Each XML tree T is composed of
a finite set of nodes V having associated either an element
label (tag), an attribute name, or an element value. Edges in
T represent either element-subelement, element-attribute,
or element-value relationships. The elements, the attributes,
the data types, and their relationships are specified within
an XML schema definition (XSD). Moreover, a path p in T is

Fig. 2. Characteristics of relaxation criteria for RFDs.

TABLE 2
A Sample of AFDs

AFD Confidence

Name! Producer 97%
Category! Symptoms 86%
Name;Weight! Cost 82%
Name;Cost!Weight 54%
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a sequence of nodes (l1; . . . ; ln), where l1 is the root of T . A
set P of paths is said to be downward closed if for any path
p 2 P , if p1 is a strict prefix of p then p1 2 P [17].

Constraint. A constraint is defined as a restriction on
some values. In the context of RFDs, it expresses the
“closeness” of two values on a specific domain, and it is rep-
resented by a function f. In particular, given two attributes
A and B on a domain D, fðA;BÞ evaluates the similarity/
distance of A and B after a possible update of their values.
As an example, f can be defined in terms of a similarity
metric �, like for instance the edit or Jaro distances (see [18]
for a survey), such that a�b is true if a and b are “close”
enough w.r.t. a predefined threshold. Alternatively, f could
represent the matching operator Ð [12], which first updates
a and b, and then compares the derived values through the
equality operator.

Coverage Measure. Given a database instance r of R and
two sets of attributes X;Y � attrðRÞ representing the LHS
and RHS, resp., of an RFD ’, a coverage measure C on ’

quantifies the satisfiability degree of ’ on r, and can be
defined as a functionC : domðXÞ � domðY Þ ! Rmeasuring
the amount of tuples in r violating or satisfying ’. As an
example, the confidence measure evaluates the maximum
number of tuples r1 � r such that ’ holds in r1 [19].

RFD syntax. Consider a relational schemaR defined over a
fixed set of attributes, and R1 ¼ ðA1; . . . ; AkÞ and R2 ¼
ðB1; . . . ; BmÞ two relation schemas of R. An RFD ’ on R is
denoted by

Dc1 � Dc2 : ðX1; X2ÞF1

C � �
���!ðY1; Y2ÞF2

; (1)

where

� Dc1 � Dc2 ¼
�ðt1; t2Þ 2 domðR1Þ � domðR2Þj

�

Vk
i¼1 c1i

ðt1½Ai�Þ
�

V

�

Vm
j¼1 c2jðt2½Bj�Þ

��

where c1 ¼ ðc11 ; . . . ;
c1kÞ and c2 ¼ ðc21 ; . . . ; c2mÞ, with c1i and c2j predicates

on domðAiÞ and domðBjÞ, respectively, that filter the
tuples on which ’ applies;

� X1; Y1 � attrðR1Þ, and X2; Y2 � attrðR2Þ, with X1 \
Y1 ¼ ; andX2 \ Y2 ¼ ;;

� F1 (F2, resp.) is a set of constraints f½X1; X2�
(f½Y1; Y2�, resp.) on attributes X1 and X2 (Y1 and Y2,
resp.). For any pair of tuples (t1, t2)2 Dc1 � Dc2 , the

constraint f½X1; X2� (f½Y1; Y2�, resp.) indicates true, if
the distance/similarity of t1 and t2 on attributes X1

and X2 (Y1 and Y2, resp.) agrees with the constraint
specified by f½X1; X2� (f½Y1; Y2�, resp.).

� C is a coverage measure defined on Dc1 � Dc2 .
� � is a threshold indicating the lower bound (or upper

bound in case the comparison operator is �) for the
result of the coverage measure.

RFD semantics. Given r1 � Dc1 and r2 � Dc2 two relation
instances on (R1; R2), (r1; r2) satisfies the RFD ’, denoted by
ðr1; r2Þ 	 ’, if and only if: 8 ðt1; t2Þ 2 ðr1; r2Þ, if f½X1;X2� indi-
cates true for each constraint f 2 F1, then almost always
f½Y1; Y2� indicates true for each constraint f 2 F2. Here, almost
alwaysmeans thatCðpX1

ðr1ÞpX2
ðr2Þ;pY1ðr1ÞpY2 ðr2ÞÞ � �.

In other words, if t1½X1� and t2½X2� agree with the con-
straints specified by F1, then t1½Y1� and t2½Y2� agree with the
constraints specified by F2 with a degree of certainty (mea-
sured byC) greater than �.

For RFDs defined on single relation schemas (i.e.,
R1 ¼ R2), if X1 ¼ X2 and Y1 ¼ Y2, then we will simplify the
RFD notation given in (1) by using Dc, X, and Y to refer to
the Cartesian product Dc1 � Dc2 , and to the pairs (X, X) and

(Y , Y ), respectively. Moreover, if the RFD has to be satisfied
by all tuples in r, then the symbol Cerrð0Þ is shown on the

arrow. Such coverage measure corresponds to the expres-
sion cðX; Y Þ ¼ 0, where cðX; Y Þ measures the number of
tuples violating the RFD. As an example, the canonical FD can
also be written as:

Dtrue : Xeq

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yeq; (2)

where TRUE is a sequence of tautologies, hence Dtrue ¼
domðR1Þ, whereas EQ is the equality constraint.

If the database is modeled through XML instead of the
relational data model, then the definition given in (1)
applies to a set of trees DT complying with a given XSD, by
considering Dc as the subset of DT satisfying predicates in
c, X and Y as sets of paths. Given this, an exact functional
dependency for XML (XFD) can be written as in (2).

In the following sections we will use the proposed
semantics to describe the surveyed RFDs. In particular, we
will group RFDs based on the two relaxation criteria
described above. Thus, in Section 4 we present RFDs relaxing
on the extent only, in Section 5 those relaxing on the attribute
comparison only, and finally, in Section 6 those relaxing on
both. Moreover, Table 3 provides the abbreviations used in
such sections to refer to the surveyed RFDs.

4 FDS RELAXING ON THE EXTENT

As said above, relaxing on the extent parameter means that
the FD holds on “almost” all tuples or on a subset of them. In
fact, FDs might not hold for some tuples due to errors, miss-
ing values, or different data formats, but also to the possibil-
ity for some application domains to admit outliers.

In this section we review 11 RFDs falling in this class. They
mainly differ on the method used to specify the subset of
tuples for which the RFD is satisfied. In particular, those
using a coverage measure can be defined as

Dtrue : Xeq

CðX; Y Þ
�����!Yeq;

where C represents the coverage measure. Six out of the 11
reviewed RFDs fall in this category; three of them use the
probability, one uses the domain cardinality, while the other
two are based on the error and the impurity measures,
respectively. On the other hand, the remaining five RFDs
relying on a condition to identify the subset of tuples can be
defined as

Dc : Xeq

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yeq;

where Dc is the subset identified by the sequence of predi-
cates in c. Two of them use constraints as predicates,
whereas the other three use pattern tableaux.

The 11 RFDs reviewed in this section have been defined
for many different application domains, with particular
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emphasis on data quality and query related problems, such
as query answering, rewriting, and optimization. Ten of
them have been proposed for the relational data model,
whereas one is defined for XML databases, which are
becoming popular due to the necessity of modeling semi-
structured data, like those available on the web.

4.1 Approximate Functional Dependencies (AFDs)

AFDs are FDs holding on almost every tuple [16], [19]. In
order to quantize how an AFD “almost” holds, several meas-
ures have been proposed, such as the g3 error measure [20],
which corresponds to the minimum number of tuples to be
removed from a relation instance r in order for an FD X ! Y
to hold. The tuples violating the FD are quantized by means
of the error defined as

cðX;Y Þ ¼ minfjr1j j r1 � r and X ! Y holds in rnr1g
jrj :

Formally, given an error threshold �, 0 � � � 1, an AFD

can be written as

Dtrue : Xeq

cðX;Y Þ � �
��������!Yeq:

As an example, in the medical database of Fig. 1, it is
unlikely to have two patients with the same name that have
been admitted to the hospital. Thus, except for few homon-
ymy cases, the Name of the Patient should imply the
BloodType. Thus, the following AFD might hold:

Dtrue : Nameeq
cðX; Y Þ � 0:02
�����������!BloodTypeeq:

4.2 Purity Dependencies (PuDs)

Purity dependencies generalize canonical FDs based on the
notion of impurity measure [21]. The latter is primarily
defined as a measure of a subset L of a set S with respect to
a partition PS of it. In particular, if L is completely con-
tained in a block of PS , then its impurity is 0. Thus, an
impure set intersects more blocks in PS . This concept can be
generalized to measure the impurity between two partitions

P0
S and P00

S of S, which is 0 when each block of P0
S is

included in one block of P00
S , and it increases when the

blocks of P0
S intersect more blocks of P00

S .
Since the attribute values of a database relation induce a

partition on the set of tuples, we can observe that a canonical
FD X ! Y induces two partitions on attribute sets X and Y ,
respectively, without impurity. On the other hand, when the
impurity induced by the attribute sets X and Y is greater
than 0, but below a given threshold, a PuD can be used.

Formally, let r be a database instance, X and Y be two
sets of attributes, pX and pY be two partitions of the set
of tuples of r induced by the values of X and Y in r,
respectively (i.e., pX and pY correspond to the groups
returned by SQL clauses group by X and group by Y ). A
PuD is defined as

Dtrue : Xeq

uðpX;pY Þ � �
���������!Yeq;

where u is a concave and subadditive function that com-
putes the largest impurity measure on the blocks in pX rela-
tive to pY .

As an example, in a real size instance of the relation
Medicine of Fig. 1, the following PuD might hold:

Dtrue : ActiveIngredienteq
uðpActiveIngredient;pRxÞ � 0:09
��������������������!Rxeq;

where Rx indicates whether a medical prescription is man-
datory. Notice that, even if the previous PuD would reduce
to a canonical FD on the sample instance of Fig. 1, in a real
size instance there might be medicines with the same
ActiveIngredient and different Rx values, such as Oki and
Ketodol.

4.3 Numerical Dependencies (NuDs)

Numerical dependencies are FDs relaxing on the extent by
means of a cardinality constraint [22]. The latter specifies a
constraint on the domain cardinality for a given attribute
[23]. In particular, given a relation R, and X;Y � attrðRÞ, a
NuD specifies that each tuple t½X� is associated to at most k
different tuples on Y , for some constant k.

NuDs have been mainly used in the context of database
design, when vertical decomposition (projection) needs to

TABLE 3
A Summary of RFD Abbreviations

RFD

abbrev.
RFD name

ACoD Approximate comparable dependency
ADD Approximate differential dependency
AFD Approximate functional dependency
CoD Comparable dependency
CFD Conditional functional dependency
CFD

p
CFD with built-in predicates

CFD
c

CFD with cardinality constraints and synonym rules
CMD Conditional matching dependency
CSD Conditional sequential dependency
CD Constrained functional dependency
DD Differential dependency
eCFD Extended conditional functional dependency
FFD Fuzzy functional dependency
MD Matching dependency
MFD Metric functional dependency
ND Neighborhood dependency
NuD Numerical dependency
OD Order dependency
ODK OD satisfied within bound k
ODEA OD satisfied almost everywhere
OFD Ordered functional dependency
PD Partial determination
POD Polarized order dependencies
preFD Preference functional dependency
PAC Probabilistic approximate constraint
pFD Probabilistic functional dependency
PuD Purity dependency
RUD Roll-up dependency
SD Sequential dependency
SFD Similarity functional dependency
soft FD Soft functional dependency
TD Trend dependency
TMFD Type-M functional dependency
XCFD XML conditional functional dependency
suXFD XML FD with s and u approximation
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be augmented by horizontal decomposition (splitting) [22].
Formally, a NuD on a relation R has the form

Dtrue : Xeq

cardðX; Y Þ � k
����������!Yeq;

where cardðX;Y Þ ¼ jpY ðsðX¼t½X�ÞðrÞÞj. As an example, in the
medical database of Fig. 1, if a single ward in the hospital
can have at most 10 assigned rooms, then the following NuD

holds on the relation ClinicalRecords:

Dtrue : CheckinWardeq
cardðCheckinWard; #RoomÞ � 10
�������������������������!#Roomeq:

4.4 Probability-Based Functional Dependencies

Among the FDs holding on almost every tuple, it is worth
mentioning probability-based FDs, which exploit the proba-
bility to approximate on the extent. In this section, we survey
three probability-based RFDs, namely partial determinations
(PDs), soft functional dependencies (soft FDs), and probabilistic
functional dependencies (pFDs). In particular, although their
definitions appear to be equivalent, they have been intro-
duced in different periods, for different goals, and use dif-
ferent algorithms for evaluation and discovery purposes.

Partial determinations have been introduced in the late
’80s, aiming to discover functional dependencies from data
even in case of exceptions [24], [25]. Formally, a PD is an
expression of the form

Dtrue : Xeq

%ðX; Y Þ � 1
 �
�����������!Yeq; (3)

where %ðX;Y Þ represents the probability that two randomly
chosen tuples have the same values of Y , provided they
have the same values ofX [24].

PDs generalize both the concepts of canonical FD and asso-
ciation rule. Nevertheless, their authors show that the meas-
ures used for evaluating the goodness of association rules,
namely support and confidence, are not suitable for evaluat-
ing partial determinations. Thus, they define a compression-
based measure, relying on the Minimum Description
Length principle [25], [26]. Such a measure has also been
used to estimate the data compression degree achievable by
using a given PD.

With respect to PDs, soft functional dependencies have
been defined several years later, in the mid noughties
[27]. They have been mainly used for selectivity estima-
tion in query optimization [27], and for recommending
attributes on which to construct secondary indices [28].
Although a soft FD obeys to the same formal definition of
(3), the values of the function %ðX; Y Þ are computed on a
database instance by means of a different discovery
algorithm.

Probabilistic functional dependencies have been defined in
the late noughties to tackle problems related to data integra-
tion processes from multiple data sources [29], including
web data sources. In this context, it might be necessary to
generate FDs from statistics over the data, due to their uncer-
tainty and poor quality. However, like PDs and soft FDs, also
pFDs are based on the notion of probability and obey to the
same formal definition of (3). Thus, except for the use of

lower values for �, due to the different characteristics of
the application domain they target, there is no difference
between pFDs and PDs.

As an example, in the relation Medicine of Fig. 1, the
canonical FDName ! Producermight not always be satisfied
due to the presence of dirty data, like in the case of medicines
with similar names (e.g., Daflon versus Deflan or Lanoxin
versus Laroxyl). Thus, the following RFD might be inferred
from data, by means of one of the discovery algorithms pro-
vided by the probabilistic-based FDs described above:

Dtrue : Nameeq
%ðName;ProducerÞ � 0:97
�������������������!Producereq:

4.5 Constrained Dependencies (CDs)

Constrained functional dependencies specify the subset of
tuples on which an FD is satisfied by means of a constraint
[30]. They have been mainly used in the context of con-
straint logic programming (CLP), aiming to perform sub-
sumption analysis and performance optimization in top-
down CLP systems.

Formally, a CD on a relation R and class of constraints L,
has the form

Dc : Xeq

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yeq;

where X;Y � attrðRÞ, Dc � domðRÞ represents the tuples
satisfying the constraint c 2 Lwith variables from attrðRÞ.

As an example, in the medical database of Fig. 1, suppose
that only for Pediatricians the Salary depends on the work
seniority (Experience), the following CD holds on the rela-
tion Doctor:

Dc : Experienceeq
Cerrð0Þ
����!Salaryeq;

where Dc ¼ ft 2 domðDoctorÞjt½Specialization� ¼ ‘Pediatrician’g.

4.6 Conditional Functional Dependencies (CFDs)

Conditional functional dependencies were first proposed for
data cleaning purposes [11]. Similar to CDs, they use condi-
tions to specify the subset of tuples on which a dependency
holds. However, conditions are less general than CD con-
straints, since they only enable the specification of con-
straints based on the equality operator.

Formally, a CFD over a relation R is defined as

DTr : Xeq

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yeq;

where DTr is the domain of values satisfying a pattern
tableau Tr with attributes in X and Y . In particular, for each
tuple tp 2 Tr and each attribute A 2 X [ Y , tp½A� is either a
constant ‘a’ in domðAÞ, or an unnamed variable ‘_’ taking
values from domðAÞ. Intuitively, the pattern tableau Tr

extracts a subset of tuples from domðRÞ by enforcing the
binding of semantically related data values.

Referring to the example given in Section 4.5, also a CFD

holds on the relation Doctor by using the following tableau
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Specialization Experience Salary

Pediatrician _ _

Several studies have been made on CFDs. Cong et al. used
CFDs for finding repairs upon database updates in data
cleaning contexts [31]. They compute repairs satisfying a
given set of CFDs, also providing heuristic-based algorithms.
Fan investigated the problem of CFD propagation [32], which
consists in determining whether a set of CFDs are still valid
upon the definition of views on a given data source. More-
over, algorithms for estimating the confidence of CFDs have
also been proposed [33].

Several extensions of CFDs have also been produced.
Bravo et al. proposed extended conditional functional depen-
dencies (eCFDs) extending the conditions with disjunction
and inequality [34]. Golab et al. defined a range tableau for
CFDs [35], where each value is a range. Finally, Chen et al.
introduced CFD

ps, which enable the specification of patterns
of data values with < , �, > , �, and 6¼ predicates [36].

4.7 CFDs for XML Databases

XML conditional FDs (XCFDs) have been defined to improve
the capability of previously defined XFDs in detecting seman-
tic constraints within XML data [37], and hence data incon-
sistencies. This improvement is achieved by defining XFDs
capable of capturing conditional semantics that apply to
some fragments rather than the entire XML tree.

Formally, given an XML databaseDT complying with an
XSD ST , an XCFD holding onDT is defined as:

Dc : Xeq

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yeq;

where Dc ¼ fT j T is a tree complying with ST and satisfy-
ing condition cg.

As an example, a hospital might keep an XML database
for the emergency room tomanage priority based emergency
requests. Among the data stored within such a database, we
can imagine a priority code depending on the urgency of
the request, and a percentage of charge the patient should
pay. Since the latter depends on the health insurance of the
patient, wemight define generic XFDs such as “all patients hav-
ing the same health insurance company and the same contract pay
the same percentage of charge”. However, an XCFD would be
necessary to express constraints applying to XML subtrees,
such as “all the patients having a premium contract with
DoubleCross health insurance company pay no charge”.

5 FDS RELAXING ON THE ATTRIBUTE COMPARISON

Relaxing FDs on the attribute comparisonmeans using approx-
imate matching paradigms to compare the attribute values
on the LHS and the implied attribute values on the RHS.
This yields RFDs capable of capturing semantic relations
between groups of values that appear to be “similar” rather
than identical.

In this section we review 16 RFDs falling in this class,
which have the following structure:

Dtrue : XF1

Cerrð0Þ
����!YF2

;

whereF1 andF2 are set of constraints. In particular, eight of
them use approximate matching, whereas the remaining
ones rely on ordering criteria.

Most of the RFDs revised in this section have been defined
for solving data quality problems. Other application
domains include query optimization and knowledge dis-
covery problems. Moreover, the majority of them have been
defined for the relational data model, but the remaining
ones have been proposed for several additional data mod-
els, such as the dataspace, the ordered, the fuzzy, and the
temporal.

5.1 Metric Functional Dependencies (MFDs)

When integrating data from various sources, it might hap-
pen that small variations in the data format and/or in the
interpretation cause canonical FDs to be violated, even if an
intrinsic violation of semantics does not occur. Examples
include different formats for addresses, phone numbers,
dates, and currencies. Koudas et al. defined metric functional
dependencies [38], which generalize the canonical FD by toler-
ating small differences (controlled by a metric) in the values
of the consequent attribute of an FD.

Formally, let f : domðY Þ � domðY Þ ! R be a metric
defined on the domain of attribute Y . Thus, f is symmetric,
and satisfies the triangle inequality as well as the identity of
indiscernibles (fða; bÞ ¼ 0 , a ¼ b). Let DfðV Þ be the diame-
ter of a set of points V in a metric space, defined as the
maximum distance between any pair of points:
DfðV Þ ¼ maxa;b2V fða; bÞ. Given a relation r defined over a
relation schema R, a subset of tuples s � r, two subsets of
attributes X;Y � attrðRÞ, a metric f over Y , and a parame-
ter � � 0, an MFD is defined as

Dtrue : Xeq

Cerrð0Þ
����!Ymaxs2pXDfðs½Y �Þ��;

where pX represents the partition of r with respect to the
values of the attribute X, and s½Y � represents the projection
of s onto the attributes in Y . In other words, the MFD states
that if a group of tuples share a common value for the
attribute X, then their values on the attributes of Y differ no
more than �.

As an example, in the medical database of Fig. 1, if
the Salary gap of doctors with equal Specialization and
Experience is below $5,000, the following MFD holds on the
relation Doctor:

Dtrue : ðSpecialization;ExperienceÞeq
Cerrð0Þ
����!

Salarymaxs2pXDfðs½Y �Þ�5000:

5.2 Neighborhood Dependencies (NDs)

Neighborhood dependencies have been introduced to express
regularities within data [39]. Their definition is based on
the association of a closeness function uA to each attribute
A, which returns a number between 0 and 1 to express
how two attribute values are close. Then, the NDs exploit
the concept of neighborhood predicate, which maps each
attribute A to a threshold a for its closeness function,
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denoted by Aa. Thus, given two sets of attributes
X; Y�attrðRÞ, an ND is denoted as:

Dtrue : XðuA1
�a1Þ^::^ðuAn

�anÞ
Cerrð0Þ
����!YðuB1

�b1Þ^::^ðuBm
�bmÞ

and it is said to be satisfied on a relation instance r of R if,
whenever the closeness function uA satisfies the threshold a

for each Aa 2 X, then the closeness function uB satisfies the

threshold b for each Bb 2 Y .
As an example, the ND

Dtrue : ðDiagnosis; AgeÞðuDiagnosis�0:85Þ^ðuAge�0:8Þ
Cerrð0Þ
����!CheckinWarduCheckinWard�0:9

expresses the hypothesis that patients with similar Age and
Diagnosis are admitted to the same CheckinWard.

5.3 Fuzzy Functional Dependencies (FFDs)

The fuzzy relational model has been introduced to represent
real word situations in which the data are ambiguous or
imprecise.

A fuzzy relation schema R is a finite set of attributes
fA1; . . . ; Ang, each associated to a domain domðAiÞ that
can be either a fuzzy set or a set of fuzzy sets. A fuzzy rela-
tion r on R is a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product
domðA1Þ � � � � � domðAnÞ.

In order to capture important semantic relationships in
fuzzy databases, FFDs have been defined [5], [15], [40]. They
extend canonical FDs by replacing the equality comparison
on domain values with “approximately equal”, “more or
less equal”, and so forth.

Formally, let us consider two sets of attributes
X; Y�attrðRÞ, an FFD

Dtrue : Xmeq¼a

Cerrð0Þ
����!Ymeq�a

holds on a fuzzy relation r of R, if for any pair of tuples t1
and t2 of r (i.e., those for which the fuzzy membership func-
tion mrðtiÞ > 0, for i ¼ 1; 2), we have

meqðt1½X�; t2½X�Þ � meqðt1½Y �; t2½Y �Þ;
where meq is a fuzzy resemblance relation. The latter should
be appropriately selected during the database creation, in
order to capture themeaning of equality/approximate equal-
ity of the domain values from the designer point of view.

An example of FFD for the relation ClinicalRecord in Fig. 1
has been given in Section 2.

5.4 Similarity Functional Dependencies (SFDs)

Analogously to PuDs, similarity functional dependencies are
defined in terms of partitions [41], but they relax on the
comparison rather than the extent. They provide a sound
formal characterization of the concept of similarity between
pairs of tuples, based on lattice theory and formal concept
analysis. In particular, starting from a definition of FD based
on pattern structures [42], they derive a new RFD by intro-
ducing similarity comparisons between pattern structures,

by means of tolerance relations. The latter is a relation on a
set satisfying the reflexivity and the symmetry properties,
but not the transitivity one.

A tolerance relation u induces blocks of tolerance, repre-
senting subsets in which u holds between any pairs of ele-
ments, but the property is lost upon adding any external
element (maximality). For an attribute A of a relation R, a
tolerance relation uA is defined as: tiuAtj , jtiðAÞ 
 tj
ðAÞj � �, with ti; tj tuples of an instance r of R. Analogously,
for a set of attributes X the tolerance relation uX is defined
as: tiuXtj , 8A 2 X tiuAtj. Thus, an SFD

Dtrue : XuX

Cerrð0Þ
����!YuY

holds on a relation instance r if and only if 8ti; tj 2 r : tiuXtj
) tiuY tj.

As an example, for the medical database in Fig. 1, the fol-
lowing SFDs might hold:

Dtrue : SalaryuSalary

Cerrð0Þ
����!TaxuTax ;

where uTax depends on the Tax rates of a country, and on the
maximum percentage gap between two adjacent tax levels.

5.5 Type-M Functional Dependencies (TMFDs)

The type-M functional dependency represents a type of RFD

defined for multimedia data. It is parameterized upon
distance functions used for comparing multimedia attrib-
utes [8].

In order to evaluate the similarity between the multime-
dia objects referred within a pair of tuples, the TMFD

definition introduces the tuple distance function aiming
to summarize the results of several distance functions
computed on single tuple values. More formally, let
RðA1; . . .; AnÞ be a relation schema of a multimedia database,
r be a database instance ofR, and t1 and t2 be two tuples of r,
then the tuple distance function x can be defined as

xðt1; t2Þ ¼ uðf1ða1; b1Þ; . . . ; fnðan; bnÞÞ;
where each fi is a distance function defined on domðAiÞ,
whereas u represents an aggregation function u : ½0; 1�n !
½0; 1�.
Hence, two tuples t1 and t2 are similar within a threshold

�, denoted by t1 ffiðx;�Þ t2, if and only if xðt1; t2Þ � �.

IfX;Y � attrðRÞ, a TMFD

Dtrue : Xx1��0
Cerrð0Þ
����!Yx2��00

holds on R if and only if for any two tuples t1 and t2 in r,
having t1½X� ffiðx1;�0Þ t2½X�, then t2½Y � ffiðx2;�00Þ t2½Y �, where x1

and x2 belong to the set of distance functions defined on X
and Y , respectively, whereas �0 and �002½0; 1� are thresholds.

An example of TMFD for the relation Clinical Record in
Fig. 1 has been introduced in Section 2.

5.6 Matching Dependencies (MDs)

Matching dependencies are mainly used in the context of
record matching [12], [32]. The latter refers to the problem
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of identifying records representing the same real-world
entity, even if they differ on some attribute values, due to
errors or different representation formats.

Formally, an MD for a pair of relations (R1, R2) is defined
as follows:

D1 � D2 : ðX1; X2Þ�
Cerrð0Þ
����!ðY1; Y2ÞÐ;

where (1) X1 ¼ A1; . . . ; An;X2 ¼ B1; . . . ; Bn; Y1 ¼ E1; . . . ;
Em, Y2 ¼ F1; . . . ; Fm, D1 ¼ domðR1Þ, D2 ¼ domðR2Þ, for each
j 2 ½1; n�, Aj and Bj are attributes on R1 and R2, respec-
tively, sharing the same domain; similarly considerations
apply for Ei and Fi when i 2 ½1;m�; (2) �j is a similarity pred-
icate defined on the domains of R1½Aj� and R2½Bj�; and (3)Ð
is a matching operator indicating that R1½Ei� and R2½Fi� are
identified via updates, i.e., R1½Ei� and R2½Fi� are updated to
make them identical.

MDs are quite different from canonical FDs in that they are
defined across different relations, rather than a single one,
and have “dynamic” semantics to accommodate errors and
different data representation formats. Indeed, the concept
of dynamic semantics refers to the fact that attributes on the
RHS of an MD match as a result of an update operation.
Thus, while attributes on the LHS of an MD are compared on
an instance r, those on the RHS are made identical on a dif-
ferent instance r0 resulting from the updates to r. On the
contrary, in the canonical FD all the attributes are matched in
the same relation instance r.

As an example, let us consider the relation in Fig. 3 from a
database of health insurance contracts. Clearly, the data con-
cerning people insured are related to those of the relation
Patient from the database schema of Fig. 1, but this might
not appear evident, due to possibly different data formats
and attribute names. In particular, the following MD holds:

DPatient � DInsurance :ðfName;Birthdateg; fInsured;BdategÞ�
Cerrð0Þ
����!ðAddr;PostÞÐ:

Notice that, other than matching tuples from two different
relations, the MD states that upon a match between the pair
of attributes Name and Birthdate of Patient, and the pair
Insured and Bdate of Insurance, respectively, the instance of
the relation Insurance is evolved to make the value of the
attribute Post identical to that of the attribute Addr, since
the matching tuples represent the same person.

In [43], Bertossi et al. face several implementation issues
related to the matching of attribute values, which where left
unexplored in the original formulation of MDs. In particular,
they studied the application of matching functions in
the presence of multiple MDs, by providing a formal and

operational semantics for MD enforcement with matching
functions. Moreover, they introduce a class of matching
functions satisfying several axioms, yielding a lattice frame-
work on attribute domains. Such functions produce a value
semantically dominating those of the attributes to be
matched. The semantic domination represents a partial
order that can be lifted to tuples of values and to database
instances. The authors also define the concept of clean data-
base instance, providing computational mechanisms for
deriving it from a given input instance, through the enforce-
ment of MDs in a chase-like procedure.

In [44] MDs are extended to make them applicable to
fuzzy attributes. They have been exploited in the context of
product databases, in which they are used as rules to
improve product matching.

5.7 Comparable Dependencies (CoDs)

Comparable dependencies generalize the concept of RFD to the
context of heterogeneous data in dataspaces [45]. They deal
with situations in which the comparison is performed
between attributes with different names, by means of an
attribute comparison operator. They also cover the seman-
tics of a broad class of dependencies, including FDs, MFDs,
and MDs.

The comparison operator, denoted by $ij, compares two
attributes Ai;Aj in a dataspace S according to one of the fol-
lowing semantics: equality operator (i.e., Ai ¼ Aj), metric
operator �� (evaluated to true if fijðai; ajÞ � �, that is, the

metric distance is less than a threshold �), and matching
operator (Ai Ð Aj). Notice that when the comparison oper-
ator corresponds to equality, CoD reduces to FD.

A general comparison function is defined as uðAi;AjÞ :
½Ai $ii Ai; Ai $ij Aj; Aj $jj Aj� and specifies a constraint
on comparable correspondences of values for attributes Ai

or Aj. Notice that, in order to verify whether two objects t1
and t2 satisfy a comparison function uðAi;AjÞ, it is necessary
that one of the following comparisons be true: ðt1½Ai� $ii

t2½Ai�Þ; ðt1½Ai� $ij t2½Aj�Þ; ðt2½Ai� $ij t1½Aj�Þ; ðt1½Aj� $jj t2½Aj�Þ.
Formally, a CoD with general comparison functions over

a dataspace S can be defined as

Dtrue : ðX1; X2ÞuðX1 ;X2Þ

Cerrð0Þ
����!ðY1; Y2ÞuðY1 ;Y2Þ ;

where uðX1; X2Þ ¼
V

uðAi;AjÞ and uðY1; Y2Þ ¼
V

uðBk;BlÞ,
with Ai 2 X1, Aj 2 X2, Bk 2 Y1, Bl 2 Y2; uðAi;AjÞ and
uðBk;BlÞ are comparison functions in the dataspace S.

For instance, in a medical dataspace containing clinical
records from several hospitals, the following CoDmight hold:

Dtrue : ð#Room; #BedroomÞuð#Room;#BedroomÞ
Cerrð0Þ
����!

ðSex;GenderÞuðSex;GenderÞ

since each patient room of an hospital univocally identifies
the gender of the patients occupying it.

5.8 Differential Dependencies (DDs)

Song and Chen [46] introduced differential dependencies to
express constraints on attribute value differences by means

Fig. 3. Sample relation from an health Insurance DB.
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of a metric distance [18]. In particular, a differential function
f½B� on an attribute B specifies a constraint on the difference
that tuples t1 and t2 have on B, and when it is satisfied it is
denoted by ðt1; t2ÞÕ f½B�. The constraints are specified
by operators f¼; < ; > ;�;�g, and are associated to a
threshold. As an example, given the following differential
function f½name� ¼ ½nameð�6Þ�; we have that ðt1; t2Þ Õ
½nameð�6Þ� if the difference between tuples t1 and t2 on the
attribute name is less or equal than 6. The concept of differ-
ential function can also be applied to sets of attributes by
means of a disjunction on the constraints defined for the sin-
gle attributes.

Formally, a DD over a relation R has the form

Dtrue : XfL

Cerrð0Þ
����!YfR;

where X; Y � attrðRÞ, fL and fR are differential functions
on attribute sets X and Y , respectively. It states that for any
pair of tuples for which the difference on attributes X satis-
fies the constraints specified by fL½X�, then also the differ-
ence on attributes Y must satisfy the constraints specified
by fR½Y �.

As an example, to detect anomalies in the execution of
medical checks with respect to the PrescriptionDate, the fol-
lowing DD can be used:

Dtrue : PrescriptionDatefL

Cerrð0Þ
����!ExecutionDatefR;

where fL½PrescriptionDate� ¼ ½PrescriptionDateð¼ 0Þ� and
fR½ExecutionDate� ¼ ½ExecutionDateð�5Þ�. In particular, the
DD says that medical checks prescribed on the same
day should not be executed at more than five days of
distance.

It is worth to notice that when the differential function on
the LHS corresponds to the equality function, i.e.,
fL½X� : Xð¼ 0Þ, and the one on the RHS is fR½Y � : Y ð� aÞ,
then the DD reduces to an MFD.

5.9 Order Dependencies (ODs)

Order dependencies have been introduced to express semantic
information concerning the orderings on the attribute
domains of a relation [47]. Thus, their definition is based on
the concept of order relation over attribute domains.

In order to formally define ODs, we need to first introduce
the marked differential functions (f¼½A�, f�½A�, f�½A�) of an
attribute A, which indicate the order relation holding
between two tuples t1; t2 on A. In particular, f¼½A� means
t1½A� ¼ t2½A�, f�½A� means t1½A� � t2½A�, whereas f�½A�
means t1½A� � t2½A�. Therefore, given a relation R and two
sets of attributesX;Y � attrðRÞ, an OD

Dtrue : XfL

Cerrð0Þ
����!YfR

is satisfied by an instance r of R if, for all tuples t1 and t2 in
r, ðt1; t2ÞÕ fL½X� implies ðt1; t2ÞÕ fR½Y �, where fL and fR are
marked differential functions on the attribute sets X and Y ,
respectively.

As an example, in the relation ClinicalRecord in Fig. 1,
the OD

Dtrue : Numf�
Cerrð0Þ
����!Datef�

might hold, since it is expected that clinical records num-
bers are issued in a chronological order.

Finally, ODs have been generalized to introduce relaxa-
tion principles [48]. In particular, the relaxed OD is said to be
satisfied within a bound k�0 (ODK , for short) if there exists
a monotonically non-decreasing function u : domðXÞ!
domðY Þ, such that, uðt½X�Þ 
 k � t½Y � � uðt½X�Þ þ k for each
tuple t in the database instance.

5.10 Ordered Functional Dependencies (OFDs)

Ordered functional dependencies extend ODs by relaxing on the
classification of domain ordering types [49], [50], enabling
the possibility to capture the lexicographical ordering. The
semantics of an OFD is specified through the definition of
two possible extensions of the domain ordering: pointwise-
ordering and lexicographical ordering.

Formally, let Z ¼ Z1�� � ��Zn be the Cartesian product of
n ordered sets, a pointwise-ordering on Z, denoted by �p

Z ,

indicates that given t1; t22Z, then t1�p
Zt2 if for all 1�i�n,

t1½i� �Zi
t2½i� holds. In other words, a pointwise-ordering

requires that each component of a data value be greater
than its predecessor, and it can be defined through a
marked differential function denoted by f�p

Z
. Instead, a

lexicographical ordering on Z, denoted by �l
Z , indicates that

given t1; t22Z, then t1�l
Zt2 if either (1) there exists a k in

the range 1�k�n, such that t1½k��Zk
t2½k�, and t1½i� ¼ t2½i�

holds for all 1 � i < k, or (2) t1½i� ¼ t2½i� holds for all
1�i�n. In other words, a lexicographical ordering resembles
the way in which the words are listed in a dictionary, and
it can be defined through a marked differential function
denoted by f�l

Z
.

On the basis of these ordering semantics, two types of
OFDs have been defined: OFDs arising from pointwise-order-
ings (POFDs), and OFDs arising from lexicographical orderings
(LOFDs).

Formally, a POFD

Dtrue : Xf�p
X

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yf�p

Y

holds on a database instance r on R, if 8 t1; t22r,
t1½X��p

Xt2½X� entails t1½Y ��p
Y t2½Y �; instead, a LOFD

Dtrue : Xf�l
X

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yf�l

Y

is satisfied in a database instance r on R, if for all the tuples

t1; t22r, t1½X��l
Xt2½X� entails t1½Y ��l

Y t2½Y �.
As an example, if in the medical database of Fig. 1 there

is the following semantic ordering on the attribute Role
of the relation Doctor: {“Junior Dr:” < “Specialized Dr:” <
“Senior Surgeon” < “Head Physician”}, and if the Salary
of a doctor must be greater than that of other doctors with a
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lower Role and less Experience, according to a pointwise-
ordering, then the following POFD is satisfied:

Dtrue : ðRole;ExperienceÞf�p

fRole;Experienceg

Cerrð0Þ
����!Salaryf�p

Salary

:

Notice that, also a LOFD holds on the same attributes.
The application of LOFDs in the context of preference data-

bases yields the definition of preference functional dependency
(preFD) [51], which is a LOFD using a preference relation as a
lexicographical ordering. They have been mainly used to
maintain the consistency of preference semantics embedded
in preference databases.

5.11 Polarized Order Dependencies (PODs)

A further extension of ODs for describing relationships
among lexicographical orderings of sets of tuples are the
polarized order dependencies [52], [53]. As opposed to LOFDs,
PODs rely on the lexicographical ordering of the SQL order-by
operator, so enabling both ascending and descending orders.

Formally, let f^PL ¼ ½fH jfZ � be a list of marked differ-
ential functions on an attribute set L � R, with fH head of
f^PL and fZ tail of it. Given a pair of tuples t1 and t2 in a

relation instance r on R, they are said to satisfy f^PL ½L� in
r, denoted with ðt1; t2ÞÕ f^PL ½L�, if one of the following

three conditions holds: (1) fH is of the form f�½A� and

t1½A� < t2½A�, (2) fH is of the form f�½A� and t1½A� > t2½A�,
(3) fH is of the form f¼½A�, ðt1½A� ¼ t2½A�Þ and (Z ¼[] or
ðt1; t2ÞÕ f^PL ½Z�).

Thus, given a relation R and two sets of attributes
X; Y � attrðRÞ, a POD

Dtrue : Xf^PL

Cerrð0Þ
����!Yf^PL

is satisfied on an instance r of R, if and only if for each pair
(t1, t2) in r, ðt1; t2ÞÕ f^PL ½X� implies ðt1; t2ÞÕ f^PL ½Y �.

As an example, in the medical database of Fig. 1, the fol-
lowing POD holds:

Dtrue : Salaryf^PL

Cerrð0Þ
����!ðLevel;TaxÞf^PL

;

where f^PL ¼ ½f�½Salary�;f�½Level�;f�½Tax��. This POD says
that when the Salary of medical doctors increases, the tax
bracket (Level) decreases, and correspondingly, the Tax
amount increases.

5.12 Sequential Dependencies (SDs)

Sequential dependencies generalize ODs by enabling the spe-
cification of additional relationships between ordered
attributes, such as the range of gaps between consecutive
sequence numbers. Formally, given a range of values g and a
relationR, an SD on attribute setsX;Y � attrðRÞ, written as

Dtrue : XfL

Cerrð0Þ
����!YfRg

is satisfied on an instance r ofR if, for all pairs of consecutive
tuples t1 and t2 in r, ðt1; t2ÞÕ fL½X� implies ðt1; t2ÞÕ fRg

ðY Þ,

where fL is a marked differential function on the attribute
set X, which specifies the order relation of domðXÞ, and fRg

is a differential function on the attribute set Y , which is satis-
fied when the distance between the values of Y are in the
range g [54]. When such range cannot be determined,
we have classical ODs. For instance, when g ¼ [0,1] the SD

(saying that Y is strictly increasing with respect to X) corre-
sponds to an OD.

SDs enable the definition of semantics that is useful both
to improve the data quality, and to provide a statistical sup-
port in specific application areas like data mining. For
instance, in a data mining application on the medical data-
base in Fig. 1, it might be useful to ensure that the
ExecutionDate of medical checks grows with respect to the
PrescriptionDates.

5.13 Trend Dependencies (TDs)

Trend dependencies [55], [56] extend the canonical FD with a
temporal dimension, and allow attributes with linearly
ordered domains be compared over the time by means of
an operator from the set OP ¼ f< ;¼; > ;�;�; 6¼g.

A temporal relation can be viewed as a temporal series of
“snapshots” of relations defined on the same attribute set.
Therefore, temporal constraints can be controlled by check-
ing the validity of the tuples in different time points.
For example, to check that “Salaries of doctors should never
decrease”, it is necessary to compare the doctor records at the
time i and iþ 1, for all temporal points i.

The TD definition is based on the concepts of directed
attribute set (DAS) and of time accessibility relation (TAR).
The former represents a total function from a set of attrib-
utes U to the set of possible operators OP , and is denoted
with a Greek uppercase letter. A TAR indicates the tuples
belonging to different snapshots that have to be compared.
Formally, let t1; t2 be two tuples on U , and F be a DAS over
X  U , the couple ðt1; t2Þ is said to satisfy F, denoted with
F�

Uðt1; t2Þ if and only if t1ðAÞuAt2ðAÞ, 8A2X, where uA corre-
sponds to FðAÞ. Moreover, a TAR is a computable subset of
the following set of pairs: ði; jÞ with i < j. For instance, the
Next TAR represents the tuples of the next time-slice, i.e.,
Next ¼ fði; iþ 1Þ j i 2 Ng.

Formally, a TD on the attribute sets X and Y can be
defined by a statement

Di
true � Dj

true : ðX;XÞQL

Cerrð0Þ
����!ðY; Y ÞQR

;

where (i, j) belongs to a TAR, whereas QL and QR are DASs
overX and Y , respectively.

As an example, to express the constraint “an increasing
diastolic blood pressure implies an increasing systolic blood pres-
sure” in the medical database of Fig. 1, the following TD can
be used:

Di
true � Diþ1

true :ððPatient;DiastolicÞ; ðPatient;DiastolicÞÞQL

Cerrð0Þ
����!ðSystolic;SystolicÞQR

;

where QL(Patient) is “¼”, QL(Diastolic) and QR(Systolic) are
“< ”.
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5.14 Roll-Up Dependencies (RUDs)

Roll-up dependencies extend the canonical FD based on gener-
alization hierarchies [57], which are widely used in OLAP
and data mining applications. A generalization hierarchy
contains several levels, on which an order relation � can be
defined, yielding an ordered set named roll-up schema. For-
mally, given a set U of attributes, a set L of levels, and a setD
of constants, a roll-up schema is a pair ðL;�Þ, where L is a
finite subset of L, and � is a partial order on L. Given
l1; l2 2 L, l1 � l2 if and only if l1 � l2 and l1 6¼ l2.

A roll-up instance assigns an extension to each level and
“instantiates” the generalization hierarchy. Formally, a roll-
up instance over a roll-up schema ðL;�Þ is a pair (ext, u),
where ext maps every l 2 L to a disjoint set of constants,

and u is a set of functions containing a total function u
l2
l1
:

extðl1Þ ! extðl2Þ, for each l1; l2 2 L such that l1 � l2.
Given the layered structure of a generalization hierarchy,

a relation schema is defined as a set of attribute-level pairs,
from which a “generalization” schema (genschema) can be
built by replacing a level l with a level l0, with l � l0, and/or
by entirely omitting certain attributes.

Let G be a genschema of a relation schema R, two tuples
t1, t2 over R are said to be G-equivalent, denoted with
t1 �G t2, if and only if, for each pair ðA; l1Þ of R, and for

each pair ðA; l2Þ of G, ul2l1ðt1ðAÞÞ ¼ ul2l1ðt2ðAÞÞ. In other words,
t1 and t2 become equal after rolling up their attribute values
to the levels specified by G.

Formally, given X and Y genschemas of a relation
schema R, a RUD

Dtrue : X�X

Cerrð0Þ
����!Y�Y

holds on an instance r of R, if and only if for all tuples t1; t2
of r, if t1 �X t2 then t1 �Y t2.

As an example, in the medical database of Fig. 1, let us
suppose that an administrator builds a report table by
aggregating the attribute Hospitalization per room. More-
over, let us suppose that each ward has a fixed number of
beds per room. The property that the total number of days
of Hospitalization in a month does not change for rooms
within the same ward can be expressed by the following
RUD:

Dtrue :ððDate;MonthÞ; ð#Room;WardÞÞ�ððDate;MonthÞ;ð#Room;WardÞÞ
Cerrð0Þ
����!ðHospitalization; PerwardÞ�ðHospitalization;PerwardÞ :

However, this RUD might not be satisfied throughout the
hospital if there are significant differences in terms of
Hospitalization among different wards.

6 FDS WITH HYBRID RELAXATION ON EXTENT

AND ATTRIBUTE COMPARISON

In this section we describe hybrid RFDs, that is, FDs relaxing
on both the extent and the attribute comparison. Most of them
extend some of the RFDs described in Section 5, by introduc-
ing the relaxation on the extent, in order to capture addi-
tional semantics on the data, and suites the RFDs to new

application contexts. In particular, we describe a native
hybrid RFD, namely PAC [58], and extensions of the following
RFDs introduced in the previous sections: CFDs, DDs, MDs,
CoDs, ODs, and SDs. Moreover, we describe a hybrid RFD for
the XML database model, which extends the one defined in
Section 4.7.

Most of the RFDs revised in this section have been defined
for solving data quality problems, but their application
domains also include query optimization and knowledge
discovery.Moreover, themajority of them have been defined
for the relational data model, but the remaining ones instan-
tiate several additional data models, such as the dataspace,
the ordered, the fuzzy, and the temporal datamodels.

6.1 PAC Functional Dependencies

In data management there are specific aspects for which the-
oretical principles are not generally applicable. For instance,
in network databases specific problems might arise concern-
ing data quality checking, e.g., missing poll, irregular poll,
and repeated values. To this end, Korn et al. [58] have
defined the probabilistic approximate constraints (PACs) to indi-
cate the probability of correctness for a given value. They
allow to manage the constraints on the data in a flexible
manner, enabling the specification of the user vision in the
structural properties of the data.

Formally, given a legal ordered domain domðAÞ of an
attribute A, a domain PAC specifies that all the attribute val-
ues a 2 A fall within � of domðAÞ with at least probability a,
denoted as Prða 2 ½domðAÞ � ��Þ � a. Based on this defini-
tion, a PAC functional dependency can be formally defined as

Dtrue : Xf
b
L

%ðX; Y Þ � a
��������!Yf�

R
;

where f
b
L and f�

R are differential functions, and %ðX;Y Þ
represents the probability that the dependency holds.
In particular, it specifies that for each pair of tuples (ti; tj) of

a database instance, if ðti; tjÞÕ f
b
L½X�, i.e., jti½Al� 
 tj½Al�j �

bl 8Al 2 X, then Prððti; tjÞÕ f�
R½Y �Þ � a, i.e., Prðjti½Bl� 
 tj

½Bl�j � �lÞ � a 8Bl 2 Y .
Although this type of RFD has been created for a specific

context, it can be applied to any type of database. As an
example, for the health Insurance relation of Fig. 3, accord-
ing to typical health insurance policies, we can assume that
if the Birthdates of two insured are close, there is a high
probability that their Premium are also close. This can be
expressed through the following dependency:

Dtrue : Birthdatef5
L

%ðX;Y Þ � 0:9
���������!Premiumf500

R
:

6.2 CFDs with Cardinality Constraints
and Synonym Rules

A further extension of CFDs, denoted by CFD
cs, has been pro-

posed for capturing inconsistencies commonly found in real-
life data [59]. In particular, this RFD relies on the concepts of
cardinality constraint, introduced for NuDs [22] (see Section
4.3), and those of synonym rules and patterns of semantically
related values. The latter enables the possibility of specifying
abbreviations for some attribute values, or values related to
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them, so as to match values that are apparently different. As
an example, it is possible to specify that the value “ECG” is
an abbreviation of the value “Electrocardiogram”.

In order to extend the equality concept, the authors
defined a binary operator _¼ on constant values, by using a
finite binary relation syn to capture synonymous rules upon
generic values a and b. In particular, for any pair of values a
and b, a _¼ b if and only if (1) synða; bÞ or a ¼ b, (2) b _¼ a, or
(3) there exists a value c such that a _¼ c and b ¼ c. As an
example, “Electrocardiogram” _¼ “ECG”.

Formally, a CFD
c defined on a relational schema R has the

form

DTr : Xsyn

cardLRðX;Y Þ � n
������������!Ysyn;

where syn is the binary relation capturing synonymous
rules, cardLRðX; Y Þ ¼ jðpY ðsX _¼t½X�Þj represents the number

of distinct values for attribute Y that can be associated to a
given value of X, and is upper bounded by the constant n;
DTr is the domain of R satisfying the pattern tableau Tr.

As an example, in the medical database of Fig. 1, there
might be specific checks for which a single doctor per day is
available. Moreover, there might be checks stored with dif-
ferent synonymous and/or abbreviations. Thus, if for HIV
and Mammography checks there is one doctor available per
day, the following CFD

c holds

DT1 :ðName;ExecutionDateÞsyn
cardLRðfName;ExecutionDateg;DoctorÞ � 1
���������������������������������!ðDoctorÞsyn;

where syn consists of (“Electrocardiogram”,“ECG”) and
(“AIDS”, “HIV”), T1 is the following tableau

Name ExecutionDate Doctor

HIV _ _
Mammography _ _

It is worth to notice that the canonical FD is a special case
of the CFD

c, in which n is 1, syn is empty, and the pattern
tuple consists of 0 0 only.

6.3 Approximate Differential Dependencies (ADDs)

As a further example of RFD extended to hold for “almost”
every tuple, it is worth to mention approximate differential
dependencies [60]. They are DDs whose specification is associ-
ated either to a g3 error measure [20], or equivalently to a
confidence measure [35], [61].

As an example, the relation Clinical Record in Fig. 1
might contain more than one record for some patients that
have undergone several hospital admissions. For every
checkin, a new clinical record is created and a Diet code is
assigned based on the patient conditions and pathologies. It
is expected that for checkin Dates closer than one year the
Diet code does not change, or that changes slightly, unless
the patient conditions have considerably changed. This situ-
ation can be modeled through the following ADD

Dtrue : ðSSN;DateÞfL
cðfSSN;Dateg;DietÞ � �
������������������!DietfR;

where fL ¼ SSNð¼ 0ÞVDateð<365Þ and fR ¼ Dietð�1Þ.

6.4 Conditional Matching Dependencies (CMDs)

Conditional matching dependencies bind MDs on a subset
of tuples specified by conditions [62]. In particular, given a
relation R, a CMD has the form

Dc : X�
Cerrð0Þ
����!YÐ;

where X;Y � attrðRÞ, � and Ð denote the corresponding
similarity/matching operators on attributes of X and Y ,
respectively, Dc ¼ ft 2 domðRÞ j t½X1� � x1 ^ . . . ^ t½Xn� �
xn ^ t½Y1� Ð y1 . . . t½Ym� Ð ymg, and represents the domain
tuples satisfying the similarity and the matching conditions.
The value xi (yj, resp.) is either a constant ‘a’ from domðXiÞ
(domðYjÞ, resp.), or a virtual value � in domðXiÞ (domðYjÞ,
resp.) which is similar/identical to all the values in domðXiÞ
(domðYjÞ, resp.). A CMD states that for any two tuples from
an instance r of R, if they are similar on attributes X and
their values are close to x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ, then they are iden-
tical on attributes Y , and their values match y ¼ ðy1; . . . ; ymÞ.

As an example, the following CMD

Dc : ðName;BirthdateÞ�
Cerrð0Þ
����!SSNÐ

with Dc ¼ ft 2 domðDoctorÞ j ðt½Name� � “Mary Brown”Þ V
ðt½Birthdate� � �Þ V ðt½SSN� Ð �Þg holds on an instance of
the medical database in Fig. 1, if there are no two patients
whose Name is similar to Mary Brown and whose Birthdates
are close.

6.5 Approximate Comparable Dependencies
(ACoDs)

As for DDs, also CoDs have been extended to cope with situa-
tions in which few records violate the dependency. In par-
ticular, approximate CoDs have been defined in [45] by using
the g3 error [20], or the confidence [35], [61], to approximate
the extent of the dependency. Thus, an ACoD with general
comparison functions over a dataspace S is in the form:

Dtrue : ðX1; X2ÞuðX1 ;X2Þ

CðX;Y Þ � �
��������!ðY1; Y2ÞuðY1 ;Y2Þ ;

where uðX1; X2Þ ¼
V

uðAi;AjÞ, and uðY1; Y2Þ ¼
V

uðBk;BlÞ,
with Ai 2 X1, Aj 2 X2, Bk 2 Y1, Bl 2 Y2, uðAi;AjÞ and uðBk;

BlÞ are comparison functions in the dataspace S, CðX; Y Þ is
a measure evaluating how the dependency almost/approxi-
mately holds in a data instance, and � is a threshold.

As an example, if we consider the CoD mentioned in
Section 5.7, it might not be satisfied for some data integrated
from hospital wards using bed numbering only, instead
of room numbering. Such a situation can be modeled with
the following ACoD:

Dtrue : ð#Room;#BedroomÞuð#Room;#BedroomÞ
cðX; Y Þ � 0:93
�����������!ðSex;GenderÞuðSex;GenderÞ;

where the g3 error measure c evaluates the number of
tuples not obeying to a room numbering system.
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6.6 ODs Satisfied Almost Everywhere

In Section 5.9 we have described an extension of ODs to
include approximate comparisons within a bound k [48].
The authors provide a further extension of ODs to capture
semantics applying to a subset of tuples.

Formally, given a relation R, X;Y � attrðRÞ, and
a 2 ½0; 1�, an OD satisfied almost everywhere with disparity a

(ODAE , for short) has the form

Dtrue : XfL

c0ðX;Y Þ � a
���������!YfR;

where the coverage measure is defined as

c0ðX;Y Þ ¼
fjr1j j r1 � r and XfL

Cerrð0Þ
����!YfR holds in rnr1g

jrj
with r database instance of R.

For example, referring to the medical database of Fig. 1,
we might assume that diagnostic checks are performed by
following the order in which they have been prescribed by
doctors. If the hospital adopts the policy to accept up to 20
percent of urgent requests to raise the priority of prescribed
checks, then the following ODAE holds:

Dtrue : PrescriptionDatef�

c0ðX;Y Þ � 1

5
���������!ExecutionDatef� :

6.7 Conditional Sequential Dependencies (CSDs)

Also for SDs there might be the necessary to capture their
semantics in situations where they do not hold for all the
tuples. Thus, in such domains we might want to capture the
degree of satisfaction of an SD by accompanying the depen-
dency with a confidence measure. In [54] the authors intro-
duce the conditional sequential dependency, representing an SD

valid for a subset of data satisfying a specific condition.
Formally, a CSD has the form

DTr : XfL

Cerrð0Þ
����!YfRg

;

where Tr represents the pattern tableau defining the tuples
on which the dependency holds.

As an example, in the health insurance relation of Fig. 3,
for insured under age of 35, the Premium grows proportion-
ally to Age, since in this age range the order of magnitude
of health costs is the same, whereas for older people it
depends on the diseases that arise. For instance, if a diabetes
arises, the Cost of Insulinmight be considerably high, which
might heavily affect the insurance Premium.

6.8 Hybrid RFDs for XML Databases

When dealing with XML databases it might not be suffi-
cient relaxing on the extent, because there can be XML sub-
trees describing the same entity, but having different
structures. Thus, in such cases it might be necessary to
base the dependency detection on similarity comparisons
between trees. To this end, in [63] authors define an XFD

approximating both the attribute comparison and the extent.

In particular, they define the s 
 approximation for evalu-
ating structural and content similarity between trees, and
the u 
 approximation concerning the percentage of the
whole database s-approximately satisfying the XFD.

As an example, referring to the XML medical database
mentioned in Section 4.7, the law might force hospitals to
take care of people without health insurance, provided that
they have a welfare card. Moreover, suppose that in these
cases the law prescribes no charge for high priority emer-
gency codes, like in case of risk to life, whereas for the
remaining ones the lower the risk to life the higher the
charge. If a manager wants to check the integrity of the pri-
ority code assignment process, s/he might want to use the
following XFD embedding both a s and a u 
 approximation:
“patients with the welfare card and with similar symptoms should
have similar priority codes”.

7 DISCUSSION

We have surveyed RFDs, and have mainly characterized
them based on the relaxation criteria, yielding three main
categories of them. In what follows we compare the sur-
veyed RFDs based on the supported data model and the
potential application domains.

7.1 Comparison of RFDs

Table 4 synthesizes the main features of surveyed RFDs. As it
can be noticed, the majority of RFDs relaxing on the extent
use a coverage measure to define the bound of satisfiability.
Moreover, among the most commonly used coverage meas-
ures there are the confidence, the g3 error, and the probabil-
ity. Concerning the type of attribute comparison, it is worth to
notice that among the 35 surveyed RFDs, about 31 percent of
them use the exact match, 26 percent base the comparison
on an order relation, whereas most of the remaining ones
use an approximate matching paradigm based on similarity
or distance functions. Finally, eight RFDs use an hybrid com-
bination of two or more of such criteria.

As expected, most of the RFDs have been defined for the
relational data model (over 70 percent), mainly due to its
popularity in both industries and academia. Among the
other data models, we find the fuzzy, the temporal, and the
ordered data models, together with a number of data mod-
els used in the context of emerging applications. Among
these, we find the XML, mainly used in the context of semi-
structured data, and the dataspace, mainly used in data
integration and personal information management systems
to deal with data heterogeneity issues.

The column Application Domains lists either the domains
in which the RFD has been used, or those for which it is
potentially suitable. This information can be considerably
useful, especially if analyzed in combination with the other
features examined above. In fact, when facing a specific
problem involving the detection of dependencies among
data, one can easily verify whether there already exists an
RFD suitable for that purpose, or whether it is necessary to
define a new specific one. This can also contribute to limit
the proliferation of RFD definitions as experienced in the last
decades, since some of them could be easily defined in
terms of existing ones. Moreover, by analyzing last column
(Analyzed Problems), it is also possible to analyze additional
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useful issues, such as whether a dependency can be effi-
ciently discovered from data, or if it holds on a given data-
base instance, as detailed in the following section.

7.2 Theoretical and Computational Aspects

In what follows we describe the main theoretical and
computational issues characterizing RFDs, based on which

TABLE 4
Main Features of Surveyed RFDs
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we will perform a further comparison of the surveyed RFDs.
In particular, we will focus on problems like Axiomatization,
Consistency Checking, Detecting Violation, Validation, and Dis-
covery from Data. The first two problems refer to intrinsic
characteristics and properties of the RFDs themselves, which
are verifiable without a database instance, whereas the
remaining ones also require a database instance. In what fol-
lows we refer to the formers as theoretical problems, and to
the other ones as practical problems.

Axiomatization. As for canonical FDs, also for RFDs it is
important to have the possibility of automatically deriving
new dependencies from existing ones through Inference
Rules, also known as Axioms. The identification of a finite,
sound, and complete set of axioms, like for example the
Armstrong’s inference rules, is named the Axiomatization
problem [98], which is related to the more general problem
of Implication, i.e., deciding whether a set of dependencies
logically implies a given one. This also allows us to deter-
mine whether two sets of dependencies are equivalent, or if
a given set of dependencies is redundant [99]. We know
that for the canonical FD the implication problem is decid-
able in linear time [3]. In what follows, we analyze the sur-
veyed RFDs and their classes based on the Axiomability
property, highlighting the differences with respect to
Armstrong’s rules defined for the canonical FD.

In general, most of the surveyed RFDs introduce new sets
of inference rules, either by extending Armstrong’s rules, or
by defining completely new ones when a simple extension
would not guarantee the completeness property. Moreover,
although some RFDs do not explicitly provide inference
rules, in most cases it has been sufficient using Armstrong’s
rules (e.g., AFDs), or those provided by an RFD with similar
characteristics. As an example, the inference rules defined
for DDs [46] can also be used for their hybrid extension ADDs,
as demonstrated in [60].

For RFDs relaxing on the extent by means of a coverage mea-
sure it is possible to apply Armstrong’s rules by simply
proving the bound of satisfiability of the used measure, on
each rule from the Armstrong’s set, as done for the g3 error
coverage measure [20]. In particular, for such measure it
has been proved that the error of an RFD inferred through
the application of an Armstrong’s rule should be no larger
than the ones of premise dependencies [60]. Such a proof
can be used for all the RFDs using a coverage measure that can
be reduced to the g3 error, that is, all the RFDs expect PuDs
and NuDs, whose coverage measures require the extension
of the Armstrong’s rules.

For RFDs relaxing on the extent by means of a condition the
scenario is completely different. In fact, as stated by the
authors of the two main RFDs in this class, namely CDs, and
CFDs, a simple extension of Armstrong’s axioms is not suffi-
cient to guarantee the completeness property [30], [74].
Thus, for them it has been necessary to define new inference
rules, and prove that they were sound and complete. How-
ever, it has also been proven that the Implication Problem for
these RFDs has NP time complexity, hence it is solvable in
polynomial time by a non-deterministic machine, but in
special cases it reduces to deterministic polynomial one
[30], [74]. Moreover, the set of axioms defined for CFDs also
apply to RFDs derived from them, namely eCFDs [11] and
CFD

ps [36], even though the implication analysis for them is

co
NP complete, as shown by the authors [11], [36]. Thus,
a non-deterministic machine can only determine what RFD

cannot be implied, in polynomial time. Similar arguments
apply to the hybrid extension CFD

c [59].
Concerning RFDs relaxing on the attribute comparison by

means of an approximate match, only in few cases it has been
possible to merely extend Armstrong’s rules, like in the case
of FFDs and TMFDs [5], [8]. In most cases, it has been necessary
to define new inference rules to account for the greater com-
plexity induced by the method used to quantify the similar-
ity or the diversity of attribute values, like for MDs [12], DDs
[46], and CoDs [45] (even though in the last case it has not
been proven the completeness of the defined set of axioms).
Moreover, for hybrid extensions of these RFDs, those relaxing
on the extent through a coverage measure simply use the set of
axioms of the RFD they extend [45], [60], whereas in the case
of CMDs, which relax on the extent through a condition, it has
been necessary to redefine the inference rules in order to
capture the specific semantics of the dependency [62]. The
authors of this RFD explicitly state that the new inference
rules might not be complete, referring such investigation to
future works. For most of the RFDs relaxing on the attribute
comparison by means of an ordering criteria, new inference
rules have been defined to capture the greater expressive-
ness power, like in the case of ODs [47], OFDs [50], PODs [52],
preFDs [51], and TDs [55]. For the remaining RFDs surveyed in
this paper, to the best of our knowledge, the Axiomatization
problem has not been addressed.

Consistency checking. As far as the Consistency Checking
problem is concerned, it consists in the determining whether
a set of axioms is consistent. In other words, checking the
consistency means determining whether there can exist a
non-empty database instance satisfying the given set of FDs
[74]. However, in the context of RFDs the consistency checking
problem is not a recurrent one, since for some of them it is not
possible to define dependencies that are inconsistent.

Among the surveyed RFDs, eight of them explicitly address
the consistency checking problem. In particular, for DDs, TDs,
CFDs, CFDcs, eCFDs, and CFD

ps the problem has turned out to be
NP 
 complete, even though for the first four of them it
reduces to polynomial complexity in special cases. For the
FFDs the complexity is constant, whereas for ODs it is linear.

Detecting violation. Another property that is interesting to
verify for an RFD is the Detecting Violation, which consists in
verifying whether a database instance violates a given set of
RFDs. This problem has been investigated for the following
seven RFDs: CFDs, eCFDs, MDs, CMDs, DDs, CoDs, and ACoDs.
For CFDs and eCFDs there exist exact algorithms solving
the problem in polynomial time, whereas for the remain-
ing five, all relaxing on the attribute comparison, the prob-
lem is NP 
 complete. However, for CMDs and DDs there
exist approximate algorithms with polynomial complexity
[46], [62].

Validation problem. This problem consists in verifying
whether an RFD is satisfied on a database instance, and has
been investigated for the following seven RFDs: pFDs, CFDs,
MFDs, DDs, ADDs, CoDs, and ACoDs. We can observe that for
the two RFDs relaxing only on the extent, namely pFDs and
CFDs, a solution can be found in polynomial time. Similar
considerations apply to DDs which can be validated in
quadratic time. For the remaining ones the problem is
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NP 
 complete, even though approximate algorithms have
been proposed for MFDs, ADDs, and ACoDs, in order to achieve
a quadratic complexity.

Discovery from data. A critical property for an RFD to be
used in practice is the possibility to discover it from data. In
fact, although the canonical FD was introduced for data-
base design activities, many efforts have been devoted to
their discovery from data, which is an NP 
 complete
problem. Thus, the availability of efficient and/or approx-
imate algorithms capable of reducing the execution time
represents a valuable information for choosing the right
RFD. Approximate algorithms solving this problem in
polynomial time have been proposed for NDs, FFDs, MDs
[100], TDs, and RUDs. A survey on discovery methods for
RFDs is provided in [13].

From the results described above, we can observe that
older RFDs (e.g., CDs, NuDs, FFDs, ODs, OFDs) are usually ana-
lyzed more from a theoretical point of view, but they often
lack solutions for solving practical problems. On the con-
trary, more recent RFDs (e.g., AFDs, softFDs, pFDs, CFDs, NDs,
CoDs, RUDs) have been introduced for solving specific prob-
lems, for which it would also be necessary to have algo-
rithms for discovering them from data. Thus, most of them
are equipped with discovery algorithms, and only few of
them tackle theoretical issues. Among these, it is worth to
mention CFDs, among the RFDs relaxing on the extent, and
DDs, among those relaxing on the attribute comparison, since
they address both theoretical and practical aspects.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have analyzed the different types of RFDs in
a systematic way, highlighting commonalities and differen-
ces. In addition, we also carried out a detailed analysis of
how the several types of RFDs tackle main issues and prob-
lems related to data dependency.

Our analysis has also outlined the main issues that
should be addressed in future research in this area. In par-
ticular, it is necessary to apply RFDs to more application con-
texts, in order to improve the quality of data, or to check
compliance of processes to existing standards.

In the future, further research is needed on algorithms
for discovering RFDs from data, or to improve their perform-
ances, which entails investigating advanced pruning meth-
ods, so that uninteresting dependencies can be discarded.
Finally, concerning RFDs based on approximate matching
functions, it will be necessary to investigate sound and com-
plete inference rules taking into account the different kind
of operators, and the possible thresholds. Moreover, the
application of RFDs to different application domains requires
the capability of inferring suitable approximate comparison
functions from examples, since general purpose functions
might not work properly.
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